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Understanding dynamics between sustainable and 
traditional debt: To SLB or not to SLB?
Josephine Richardson (*), Ulf Erlandsson

As the Sustainability-Linked Bond (SLB) market expands, investors are given more choice as to the
products they use to express their credit and sustainability views. We examine the relationship
between sustainability and credit performance, and explore how investors can convey their views
using SLBs compared to traditional bonds.

The defining features of the SLB is an option-like pay out tied to sustainability performance, which
will lead to differing behaviour from traditional bonds in some situations. If, as some studies
advocate, there is a positive correlation between sustainability and credit-worthiness, then this
can offer protection against economic downside due to missing targets.

SLBs provide protection if poor sustainability performance results in the issuer missing a
Sustainability Performance Target (SPT). SLBs thus provide a hedge for investors, mitigating
downside risk, and will outperform in this scenario.

If, on the other hand, strong sustainability performance drives credit improvement, the hedge
(which has been paid for) is unnecessary and so an SLB is less valuable. Traditional bonds could be
used for a more leveraged position if an investor has a strongly bullish view on the issuer.

We include three case studies on issuers with extensive credit curves comprising a variety of
instruments. In these examples, investors have a choice of products and so take a position on
credit and sustainability when they buy. We apply the AFII option pricing model to help analyse
value in these situations.
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Figure 1. Uruguay bond spreads. Source: Bloomberg, accessed 10 Jan 2023.
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Background
The SLB is a credit product in which financial returns are linked to performance against a
sustainability KPI. It is a powerful product, allowing virtually any issuer to align its financing costs
with improving sustainability.

From an investor perspective, it is necessary to understand the dynamics of SLBs (how they move
when things change), and not only their value at a point in time. It can be challenging to model the
sustainability performance of an SLB and accurately value the embedded option. To assist
investors, we have developed an ‘option pricing’ model.1 The value of this framework extends
beyond pure pricing; it helps investors to understand the changing aspects of the security, and its
relative performance in a fixed income portfolio.

Although SLBs are a nascent market, some early issuances are reaching the observation dates of
their KPIs.2 To date, one Polish SLB has triggered a step-up to its coupon3 and, as full-year 2022
sustainability reporting is published, there may well be more such triggers.

As market demand for SLBs increases, more issuers will have a full spectrum of debt instruments
available to them. Understanding how these instruments behave relative to each other will be
important. As more volatility around sustainability performance is observed, we believe the market
profile of SLBs as an option will increase, and any volatility and convexity dynamics will represent
another opportunity for SLB investors.

Correlation
Before analysing the value of convexity in SLB investments, we consider whether there is a positive
correlation between creditworthiness and sustainability performance.

The big three rating agencies incorporate ESG criteria into their credit rating analyses,4 albeit
without explicitly disclosing the direction of the impact.5 S&P gives more detail on the specific ESG
credit factors that are considered to have material impact on credit, depending on whether they
represent a risk or an opportunity.

The accompanying text makes it clearer that environmental issues are considered a risk: “Climate
transition risk and physical risk-related factors may be among the most significant ESG credit
factors that affect the creditworthiness of rated entities. This is primarily because of policymakers'
efforts to reduce emissions or to ensure that greenhouse emissions reflect their full social costs
("climate transition risk") and climate change, which is leading to more frequent and severe
extreme weather events ("physical risk").”6

When considering the market reaction, the question of how environmental performance impacts
pricing is a topic of much research. It has been concluded that the impact of ESG factors is greater

1 For a framework to price this embedded option using a Black-Scholes framework please see “An option
pricing approach for sustainability-linked bonds”, AFII, 8 Nov 2022.
2 “A review of Sustainability-Linked Bonds approaching KPI observation dates”, AFII, 17 Nov 2022.
3 “One small step for Orlen, one giant leap for the SLB market”, AFII, 29 Nov 2022.
4 An overview of the different criteria considered by the three rating agencies is given in “How sustainability
risks factor into credit ratings”, Nordea, 9 Nov 2022.
5 Although it is assumed risks contribute to deteriorations in ratings.
6 “General Criteria: Environmental, Social And Governance Principles in Credit Ratings”, S&P Global Ratings,
10 Oct 2021.

https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-slb-ii#1aa3ac8c-71ae-474f-9473-d6e2870e545a
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-slb#7b88b575-3fa9-414e-9944-1acdd005adc0
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-slb#7756831c-ef56-442c-8de3-affbda3d06b3
https://www.nordea.com/en/news/how-sustainability-risks-factor-into-credit-ratings
https://disclosure.spglobal.com/ratings/en/regulatory/article/-/view/sourceId/12085396
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for credit performance than equities, and environmental factors specifically impact credit
negatively as a stress factor.7 It has also been shown that higher carbon emissions and carbon
intensities can impact the market’s view of default-likelihood, perhaps due to anticipated policy
responses.8

Convexity
Once a positive correlation between credit and sustainability performance is accepted, it follows
naturally that, since SLBs have a contractual return difference depending on sustainability
performance, they have positive convexity to these parameters, and are therefore less volatile.9

This effect is in both directions; outperforming on the downside and underperforming on the
upside.10 For example, in a step-up SLB, if an issuer misses its KPI, then spread widening is
expected that will impact both the SLB and its traditional debt. The SLB will receive a step-up to
the coupon, and an outperformance equal to increasing the option value to 100%. If the issuer
meets its KPI, spread tightening is expected. For the SLB, the option value reduces to zero as no
step-up will be paid, and this will dampen the appreciation compared to a traditional product.

These impacts will be equal in size,11 and so there should be no net value implications for SLB
investors. All else being equal, these impacts should dampen volatility, and this may give rise to
increased investor demand.12

In option dynamics, it is observed that volatility has a “smirk” - downside volatility trades at a
higher implied level than upside volatility. This is driven by investor flows; there are more buyers of
options to protect against losses. Applying a skew to the numerical example in Appendix 3 can give
a positive value to this convexity.

Comparing sustainable with green and traditional bonds
SLBs include optionality to sustainability results, which provides a hedge for investors against poor
sustainability performance. This hedge costs money, usually manifesting itself as a reduced
financing spread for the issuer.

To mitigate downside risk, especially on high yield or higher leveraged issuers, the investor could
consider investing in SLBs instead of traditional debt. If sustainability performance is poor, the

7 Please see “ESG factors for predicting changers to CDS spreads”, S&P, 27 Oct 2022
8 Please see “Climate Change and Credit Risk”, Capasso, Gianfrate & Spinelli, 2020.
9 This finding is dependent on the calibration of the step. If the associated spread widening resulting in a KPI
miss is very small, it could be that the step-up creates a spread tightening of larger absolute magnitude. We
believe the breakeven is a spread widening of half the implied option value, so a quarter of the step if the
probability of meeting the step is 50%. Given the criticism of the SLB market for using immaterial steps, we
will continue this note assuming that steps are sufficiently small for them contribute to a reduction in
volatility. For a numerical example showing these results, please see Appendix 1.
10 In options terminology this is a ‘risk reversal’.
11 This ignores bond convexity. Given most traditional debt has positive convexity, i.e., duration increases
when spreads tighten, the lost upside on spread tightening will slightly outweigh the avoided downside on
spread widening, resulting in SLBs having a slightly lower expected value. For a numerical example showing
that this effect is very small, please see Appendix 2.
12 Reduced volatility of green bonds is often cited as a reason for their trading at lower spread levels than
equivalent non-green assets. This is explored in detail, concluding that volatility differences cannot be
universally observed, in “Green Bond Risk Premiums: A Twin-Bond ULFP Approach”, Ulf Erlandsson, 2 Jun
2020.

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/mi/research-analysis/esg-factors-for-predicting-changes-to-cds-spreads.html
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271750/1-s2.0-S0959652620X00175/1-s2.0-S0959652620316814/am.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEIP%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIGqnRsuoQxB1f7B%2Fo4w07qhW0ax%2FcerB2P5yvzmhJU%2BeAiEAgH190lYlQQdCahmSP67d2uvr48BI%2Faskj7B3cI0U6Mcq1QQI7P%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FARAFGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDDsZ7raQ2x6%2BSflDkCqpBKLknOFYCjmTatVlfGgwEAIjdEQD2zS2LjG15EqlG4xmRVKUReqz23L5xp9%2B%2BMzjltbMk%2Fijotom3PHgaN%2BFOfOXEAmU3SedOmWrPOyB24ursThueG9fW3gzTXx58kO0xIM9a33Jd2U3P4oKW817bJkyza7CSRnmYJmTrKV5GBc%2B4oOmfrVNwimXgMBUZMMRxZq%2BjM0ijHmB%2B3IixCkIS1FKx2qfTCS9EBfSqULTwAGBYcMW%2BmsU1%2BI2kdiWKnqZECiKCVUhNuM8ZCUV%2FQjAfmC4hKdt5TWSFhrSQHFFR7%2FXU6Hp6fUKt2vnouSQMNpPND82DWH45ohtKcgwDbw4escQ5nfBzu7AQuD0uKKh0QWL%2Bqd0s6aoVWWI6KeoKRtDXJcoUPCPaM5mS3G%2BEGH0ODfyPrHEuZeGja2%2FGqh9J3QKqRu%2F42ZP2pgEtWj7IQZvkIT2YYGh8wyIwdH6IgUO5GA1lZpCB3fdCWT8%2Fducj39oDzA3fvc4s5oYJj9Q2CYcZAzZD801RdyZuU95WNdlYlWbMclYMXpom9KPhEQDj2jgBqG3g5DJ9YfK8c4BKI8tMCXude%2B5WwXaLPhDs80lg%2FPvbIEWKyuErXt0bQTOHwIVcv%2BqqcAraeEf11Xoyi84wPMUE%2FgBHlhOy1T3DVtBLh7xEjs1OKKNXCGseHK8T51KVY5Ybq7jidGMAE%2FcxBgm0zfgK58vvx%2F4M34jS0m4N2KIHQjuFbJUUeAwlei%2BngY6qQG6pdvfIxuRiZTRSMHgemwd5I3IVC75mJJ%2Brhc5Wo6I3DJozX55CQGH5KQx9dPx7TjEIwfdH7bQBH0HzHami07CXdOwGcf2ZAsblbp1MXPuoj5rc10q1jM1Sy%2BQ2W2m%2F5zpw%2Fy9aVK0%2BRB4o8uzJmWEyKnhbQ8yenajXh1e2itloKW8Gc4QdHqpfUe76gvvi6LdtkTOiDpTU%2FCJOGJ%2FmGoPJyCI3CwAR3tp&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20230124T110303Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYV7MLKRGT%2F20230124%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=aec8336f17a689954d2065eaa84d6fbe2d29c73835bd64ece6196a8aa99e67b5&hash=56dc2bb4454a2f5411dc4aee9ec28f47fee8c1f4a0cddb0d5994a4b044fe02b4&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0959652620316814&tid=pdf-622feed6-896e-4655-aa7e-c30f2facf145&sid=6f0354f71d0872487b38617-5adb327f8e19gxrqb&type=client
https://anthropocenefii.org/academic-research#ae425fad-98a3-4ae1-8f46-f6c7a8f52c47
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hedge will perform. The step-up coupon will reduce losses on a sustainability deterioration, either
providing a higher coupon, or a reduced Mark-to-Market (MTM) loss where an investor may choose
to liquidate their position.

In the other direction, traditional debt represents a more leveraged exposure to credit
improvement if an investor holds a strongly bullish view on the issuer. If strong sustainability
performance drives a credit improvement, the traditional bond will outperform, especially if the
bonds can be bought below par and there is MTM upside as well as a coupon.

On market announcements that impact KPIs and, therefore, the probability of hitting SPTs, it is
helpful to know which securities might react the most. On an announcement crystallising an SPT
miss, SLBs should outperform traditional debt. On an announcement crystallising an SPT meet,
SLB should underperform traditional debt. The AFII option pricing model can be used to estimate
the magnitude of these moves.

When talking about traditional bonds we include use-of-proceeds instruments such as green,
social, and sustainable bonds. While they are considered sustainable debt, after issuance from a
credit perspective, they are not different to traditional debt. Any sustainable benefits from the
green investments will impact the issuer and so all debt equally and, in a default, green bonds are
pari passu with traditional debt when claiming assets. In conclusion, we consider use-of-proceeds
bonds to be traditional debt in considering the different behaviour of SLBs.

Case Study - Chile
The Republic of Chile
has shown a leading
commitment to
sustainable finance
amongst sovereigns. In
June 2019 it issued its
first green bond,13 and
followed this with
another three green
bonds, seven social
bonds, and five
sustainability bonds,14

with the most recent in
Jan 2022. Indeed, Chile
issued only one
traditional bond in this
period in May 2020 (see

13 “Republic of Chile”, Climate Bonds Initiative, accessed 11 Jan 2023.
14 These are all bonds whose proceeds are ringfenced for different purposes; green for environmental
investment, social for projects that achieve positive social outcomes or address a social issue, and
sustainable for a combination of green and social activities.

Description Label Issue Date Maturity Currency
Amount
Outstanding

CHILE $3.5 50s Green 25-Jun-19 25-Jan-50 USD 2,318,357,000
CHILE €0.8 31s Green 02-Jul-19 02-Jul-31 EUR 1,954,685,000
CHILE $2.5 32s Green 27-Jan-20 27-Jan-32 USD 1,500,000,000
CHILE €1.25 40s Green 29-Jan-20 29-Jan-40 EUR 1,269,017,000
CHILE $2.4 31s Traditional 12-May-20 31-Jan-31 USD 1,758,000,000
CHILE €1.25 51s Social 22-Jan-21 22-Jan-51 EUR 1,250,000,000
CHILE $3.1 61s Sustainable 22-Jan-21 22-Jan-61 USD 2,000,000,000
CHILE $3.5 53s Sustainable 15-Apr-21 15-Apr-53 USD 1,500,000,000
CHILE $3.1 41s Social 07-May-21 07-May-41 USD 2,700,000,000
CHILE €0.1 27s Social 26-Jul-21 26-Jan-27 EUR 1,000,000,000
CHILE €1.3 36s Social 26-Jul-21 26-Jul-36 EUR 750,000,000
CHILE $2.5 33s Social 27-Jul-21 27-Jul-33 USD 2,250,000,000
CHILE €0.5 29s Social 21-Sep-21 21-Jan-29 EUR 918,000,000
CHILE $3.25 71s Social 21-Sep-21 21-Sep-71 USD 1,000,000,000
CHILE $3.5 34s Sustainable 31-Jan-22 31-Jan-34 USD 1,500,000,000
CHILE $2.75 27s Sustainable 31-Jan-22 31-Jan-27 USD 1,500,000,000
CHILE $4 52s Sustainable 31-Jan-22 31-Jan-52 USD 1,000,000,000
CHILE $4.3 42s SLB 07-Mar-22 07-Mar-42 USD 2,000,000,000

Figure 2. Chile bonds issued since Jun 2019. Source: Bloomberg, accessed 11 Jan 2023.

https://www.climatebonds.net/certification/republic-of-chile
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Figure 2).15 In Mar 2022, Chile became the first sovereign issuer of an SLB, issuing a $2bn 20yr paper
with two sustainability targets, one on absolute GHG emissions and the other on renewable energy
generation.16

AFII’s analysis on the SLB considers its KPIs to be robust, although we recognise the challenges of
materiality given the step-up applies for only 8/20 years of the bond.17 We reported the bond
coming slightly wide of the secondary curve (although that probably included general market new
issue premium); it then outperformed to finish the month flat to the traditional 3.625 42s.

Updates to the option pricing done at issuance has left the total value relatively unchanged; the
impact of higher rates roughly offsets the shortening of maturity. Despite a high probability of
being triggered (99% and 50% respectively) because the coupon steps are small (12.5bp) and paid
only for 8 years of the remaining 19, the total running value of the option is 6.8bp.

Figure 3 shows the current spread levels of USD bonds, with the SLB looking slightly wide of the
curve. On a mid-spread basis, the SLB 4.34 Jul42s is 3.5bp wider than the traditional 3.625 Oct42s.
By rotating from the traditional into the SLB, an investor can be paid 3.5bp to receive the SLB
optionality, and benefit from reduced downside in the event of missing an SPT. As the option is
being received for free, there is no upside lost if SPTs are met, and spreads tighten.

Case Study – Suzano18

Suzano is a Brazilian producer of paper and pulp, the largest in Latin America. Across its issuing
family, it has 13 securities outstanding, with total debt USD 9.33bn. In 2016 and early 2017, Suzano
issued two green bonds, then returning to traditional issuance. In Sep 2020, it issued the first SLB
in the Americas and Emerging Markets, followed by two more SLBs in 2021, which is all their

15 We note that in this period all issuance has been in USD/EUR. Chile have several small and three large CLP
bonds outstanding, due 2026, 2035 and 2043. It may be that taps or refinancing of these issues generates
some ongoing traditional issuance.
16 “Chile prices first sovereign sustainability-linked bond”, IPE, 3 Mar 2022.
17 Please see “Chile sustainability-linked bond: Optionality analysis”, AFII, 5 Apr 2022.
18 “Sustainability-linked bond of the year: Suzano”, Environmental Finance, 2021.
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https://www.ipe.com/news/chile-prices-first-sovereign-sustainability-linked-bond/10058440.article
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-slb#706cacc0-4278-4a31-a730-ea5ccbd3a5c8
https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/awards/winners/sustainability-linked-bond-of-the-year-suzano.html
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issuance since. The bonds were well received by the market, with the first two achieving an
estimated benefit of 15bp compared to traditional issuance.19

Figure 4 shows Suzano’s outstanding bonds, and Figure 5 shows two charts of bond spreads for the
USD issuance. It has a full curve of securities, with the labelled bonds occupying different parts of
the curve, probably owing to funding needs when they were issued. This offers a deep pricing curve
for SLBs compared to traditional issuance.

The richest bond on the curve seems to be the green bond, $5.5 27s. This is one of only two bonds
issued from Fibria Overseas Finance, a special purpose entity issuing debt for Fibria, which merged
with Suzano in 2019. The other is the $3 25s, which has no natural comps at the very short end of
the curve.

19 “Suzano Sustainability-Linked Bond”, Blended Finance.

Description Issuing Entity Label Issue Date Maturity Currency
Amount
Outstanding

SUZANO $4 25s FIBRIA OVERSEAS Traditional 14-Nov-17 14-Jan-25 USD 339,652,000
SUZANO BRLFloat 26s SUZANO SA Traditional 29-Jun-18 29-Jun-26 BRL 4,681,100,000
SUZANO $5.75 26s SUZANO AUSTRIA G Green 14-Jul-16 14-Jul-26 USD 516,581,000
SUZANO $5.5 27s FIBRIA OVERSEAS Green 17-Jan-17 17-Jan-27 USD 700,000,000
SUZANO $2.5 28s SUZANO AUSTRIA G SLB 13-Sep-21 15-Sep-28 USD 500,000,000
SUZANO BRLFloat 28s SUZANO SA Traditional 17-Oct-19 15-Sep-28 BRL 750,000,000
SUZANO $6 29s SUZANO AUSTRIA G Traditional 14-Aug-19 15-Jan-29 USD 1,748,160,000
SUZANO $5 30s SUZANO AUSTRIA G Traditional 14-Aug-19 15-Jan-30 USD 999,904,000
SUZANO $3.75 31s SUZANO AUSTRIA G SLB 14-Sep-20 15-Jan-31 USD 1,250,000,000
SUZANO $3.125 32s SUZANO AUSTRIA G SLB 01-Jul-21 15-Jan-32 USD 1,000,000,000
SUZANO $7 47s SUZANO AUSTRIA G Traditional 16-Mar-17 16-Mar-47 USD 1,250,000,000
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Figure 6. Suzano SLB details. Source: Bloomberg, Suzano.

Figure 5. Suzano USD bond spreads. Source: Bloomberg, accessed 10 Jan 2023.

Figure 4. Suzano outstanding bonds above USD100mm. Source: Bloomberg, accessed 4 Jan 2023.

Description KPI
Observation
Date Total Step

Total present
value of Step

SUZANO $2.5 28s
Water withdrawal intensity /
Female leadership representation Dec-25/Dec-26 25bp 0.43%

SUZANO $3.75 31s Emissions intensity Dec-25 25bp 1.05%

SUZANO $3.125 32s
Water withdrawal intensity /
Female leadership representation Dec-25/Dec-26 25bp 1.07%

https://www.blendedfinance.earth/sustainability-linked-debt/suzano
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Suzano has published two Sustainability-Linked Financing frameworks,20 which cover its three
SLBs. In terms of materiality, the observation dates are the same for all issues, and so the longer
two will pay the step for longer and therefore have higher financial materiality.

The SLBs look slightly rich on the curve, $6 29s is just over 30bp wider than the $2.5 28s (without
adjusting for maturity) although it has a higher coupon and cash price, which may drive some of
the difference. The 3.75% 31s looks to be the cheapest bond, and this has the emissions intensity
KPI that, it could be argued, will have a higher correlation to creditworthiness given it is a more
conventionally acceptable KPI.

Case Study – Uruguay 21

Uruguay had never used sustainable finance until, in Oct 2022, it issued a novel step-up/step-down
structure where there are both penalties and rewards for missing or achieving targets.22,23 The bond
in question, URUGUA 5.75 34s, has two KPIs; aggregate GHG emissions per real GDP unit and native
forest area. As the step-ups/step-downs are all structured in the same direction, they will serve to
increase the convexity effects described at the start of this paper; indeed, it is as if the bond has
four options.

For the first (KPI1), the base year is 1990,
and a reduction of less than 50% (SPT 1.1)
by 2025 will induce a step-up of 15bp,
whereas a reduction of more than 52%
(SPT 1.2) will induce a step-down of 15bp.
This is shown in Figure 7. The base year in
1990 is very long ago, and the trend has
been for meaningful reductions over most
of that period. The last reading of 19.45
GgCO2 per real GDP was in 2019, and
projecting this forward using recent
trends suggests it is likely that both SPTs

have already been met, especially as SPT 1.1 and SPT
1.2 are very close together. Figure 8 shows the
dynamics of the historic data over different periods.
The drift of -1.57% is most conservative and estimates
a 2022 figure of 18.42. With this drift, the forward level
at 2025 is 17.69, i.e., exactly on SPT 1.2, leaving the
option price relatively indifferent to levels of volatility.

20 The first with a single SPT on emissions intensity covers the 3.75% 31s; “Second Party Opinion”, ISS ESG, 1
Sep 2020. The second with two SPTs, on industrial water withdrawal intensity and female representation in
leadership, covers the 2.5% 28s and 3.1% 32s; “Second Party Opinion”, ISS ESG, 28 Jun 2021.
21 “Uruguay’s Sovereign Sustainability-Linked Bonds (SSLB)”, accessed 10 Jan 2023.
22 “More sovereign SLBs ‘on the way’ after landmark Uruguay deal”, Responsible Investor, 24 Oct 2022.
23 Even just its inclusion of a step-down feature made the bond original. A binomial tree pricing approach is
presented in the context of step-down SLBs in “Notes on risk-neutral pricing of SLBs and step-down
structures”, AFII, 25 Oct 2022.
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Average
annual drift

Annualised
volatility

1990-2019 -1.98% 3.65%

2010-2019 -2.43% 2.23%

2014-2019 -1.57% 1.58%

Figure 8. Uruguay GHG emissions / real GDP
historical dynamics. Source: Uruguay, AFII.

https://www.isscorporatesolutions.com/file/documents/spo/spo-suzano-20200901.pdf
https://www.isscorporatesolutions.com/file/documents/spo/spo-20210628-suzano.pdf
http://sslburuguay.mef.gub.uy/
https://www.responsible-investor.com/more-sovereign-slbs-on-the-way-after-landmark-uruguay-deal/
https://anthropocenefii.org/academic-research#cf0f37b8-002d-4856-b888-fa2c52994d92
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The probability of missing SPT 1.1 and so receiving the step-up is 7%, and there is a 50% of
reaching SPT 1.2 and so suffering the step-down. In total, the value of these options is -0.43%
upfront, which is -4.3bp running on the structure.

For the second (KPI2), the base year is 2012, and having any reduction at all (SPT 2.1) by 2025 will
induce a step-up of 15bp, whereas an increase of more than 3% (SPT 2.2) will induce a step-down
of 15bp. There is much less data available on this KPI but what there is, is shown in Figure 9. The
lack of data makes it much harder to estimate the achievability of these SPTs. We will use a 50%
chance of meeting SPT 2.1 and a 25% chance of achieving SPT 2.2. These probabilities translate
into an upfront value of 0.25%, which is 2.5bp running.

The total value of optionality is -0.18% or -1.8bp running.

 The SPO, provided by Sustainalytics,
rates each target as ‘ambitious’, and the
3% increase in native forest area (SPT
2.2) as ‘highly ambitious’.24

Figure 10 shows the current pricing
levels of Uruguay debt; the SLB seems to
be trading slightly cheap, and flat to the
7.625 36s despite a shorter maturity of 18
months. Due to the step-up/step-down
nature of this SLB, the optionality can
have negative value, as our analysis
shows it currently does. This means the
traditional bond does not necessarily
represent a lower boundary for the price
of the SLB. This structure is complex, and

it would make sense to have some kind of illiquidity premium which might further widen the
spread.

24 “Second Party Opinion”, Sustainalytics, 14 Dec 2022.

Figure 9. Native Forest Area compared to 2012 in Uruguay. Source:
Uruguay.
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Figure 10. Uruguay USD bond spreads. Source: Bloomberg, accessed 11 Jan 2023.
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Appendix 1

Figure 11 gives hypothetical pricing for an SLB that has a positively correlated spread move on
achieving/missing its SPT. In the first example, the move is 25bp. The SLB moves on average 0.6%
compared to 1.3% for the Equivalent Vanilla Bond (EVB – the vanilla bond which has the same price
as the SLB). In the second example, where the spread move is only 5bp, we see the SLB move in the
unintuitive direction; selling off to 99.6% on positive news of achieving the SPT and rallying to
100.4% on negative news of missing the SPT. This also gives a move of 0.4% compared with 0.2%
for the EVB, and therefore has a larger volatility.

These are hypothetical scenarios to illustrate low levels of correlation. This spread move would not
happen overnight, but gradually, as the probability of the SPT being met moved from 50%-100%.

Appendix 2

Figure 12 gives hypothetical pricing considering convexity. The SLB has a slightly lower average
price; it gives up upside at a higher duration in favour of avoiding downside with a lower duration.

Appendix 3

Figure 13 gives hypothetical pricing considering skew, which is that volatility is considered higher
for downside moves than upside. This is represented as a 50bp widening on missing the SPT with
only a 25bp tightening. In this situation the SLB has a higher average value.

Mid
Spread Duration

SLB base
Coupon SLB Step

SLB Option
probability

SLB
Vanilla
Price

SLB
Option
Premium SLB Price

EVB
Coupon EVB Price

1.00% 5.000 0.875% 0.250% 50% 99.4% 0.6% 100.0% 1.00% 100.0%
SPT achieved -> 0.75% 5.000 0.875% 0.250% 0% 100.6% 0.0% 100.6% 1.00% 101.3%
SPT missed     -> 1.25% 5.000 0.875% 0.250% 100% 98.1% 1.3% 99.4% 1.00% 98.8%

Move 0.6% 1.3%

Mid
Spread Duration

SLB base
Coupon SLB Step

SLB Option
probability

SLB
Vanilla
Price

SLB
Option
Premium SLB Price

EVB
Coupon EVB Price

1.00% 5.000 0.875% 0.250% 50% 99.4% 0.6% 100.0% 1.00% 100.0%
SPT achieved -> 0.95% 5.000 0.875% 0.250% 0% 99.6% 0.0% 99.6% 1.00% 100.3%
SPT missed     -> 1.05% 5.000 0.875% 0.250% 100% 99.1% 1.3% 100.4% 1.00% 99.8%

Average move 0.4% 0.2%

Mid
Spread Duration

SLB base
Coupon SLB Step

SLB Option
probability

SLB
Vanilla
Price

SLB
Option
Premium SLB Price

EVB
Coupon EVB Price

1.00% 4.219 0.875% 0.250% 50% 99.5% 0.5% 100.0% 1.00% 100.0%
SPT achieved -> 0.75% 4.230 0.875% 0.250% 0% 100.5% 0.0% 100.5% 1.00% 101.1%
SPT missed     -> 1.25% 4.209 0.875% 0.250% 100% 98.4% 1.1% 99.5% 1.00% 98.9%

Average price 100.00256% 100.00263%

Mid
Spread Duration

SLB base
Coupon SLB Step

SLB Option
probability

SLB
Vanilla
Price

SLB
Option
Premium SLB Price

EVB
Coupon EVB Price

1.00% 4.219 0.875% 0.250% 50% 99.5% 0.5% 100.0% 1.00% 100.0%
SPT achieved -> 0.75% 4.230 0.875% 0.250% 0% 100.5% 0.0% 100.5% 1.00% 101.1%
SPT missed     -> 1.50% 4.198 0.875% 0.250% 100% 97.4% 1.1% 98.4% 1.00% 97.9%

Average price 99.47988% 99.47925%

Figure 11. Hypothetical pricing for an SLB with duration of 5.

Figure 12. Hypothetical pricing for an SLB with convexity. Durations are calculated using Bloomberg YAS and ENELIM
0.375% 27s, calculated 20 Jan 2023.

Figure 13. Hypothetical pricing for an SLB with convexity and skew.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER:

This report is for information and educational purposes only. The Anthropocene Fixed Income
Institute (‘AFII’) does not provide tax, legal, investment or accounting advice. This report is not
intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal, investment or accounting advice.
Nothing in this report is intended as investment advice, as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy
or sell, or as a recommendation, endorsement, or sponsorship of any security, company, or fund.
AFII is not responsible for any investment decision made by you. You are responsible for your own
investment research and investment decisions. This report is not meant as a general guide to
investing, nor as a source of any specific investment recommendation. Unless attributed to others,
any opinions expressed are our current opinions only. Certain information presented may have
been provided by third parties. AFII believes that such third-party information is reliable and has
checked public records to verify it wherever possible, but does not guarantee its accuracy,
timeliness, or completeness; and it is subject to change without notice.

Any reference to a company’s creditworthiness or likelihood of positive or negative performance in
the current or future market is purely observational and should not be taken as a recommendation
or endorsement or critique of such company or security.

The Anthropocene Fixed Income Institute is a non-profit organization “to monitor, advocate for
and influence the impact of the fixed income and bond markets in the age of human induced
climate change.” For more information about the Institute, please visit wwww.anthropocenefii.org
or follow us using the hashtag #anthropocenefii.

AFII is not in any way associated with, nor are any of its directors, employees, or advisors, any of
the companies it references in its materials or reports and is not receiving compensation or
consideration of any nature for its observations and/or insights.
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